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General about S-2000GSM: 

S-2000GSM is a combined emergency telephone and alarm transmitter for the GSM-network that can report 
malfunctions via user defined text messages. 
 
S-2000GSM has 5 channels (Inputs) that can be individually programmed with a describing alarm text of your 
choice, maybe a description what the problem is, who to call to get it fixed and where the problem has occurred. 
Each channel can send a SMS alarm text of choice to up to 3 selected telephone numbers. 
The channels can be programmed to alarm after a time delay, or by a set number of pulses. 
Each channel can also be programmed as a normally open (NO) or normally closed (NC) contact. 
 
Input 1 can be configured to connect a call to 3 different telephone numbers, these phone numbers can be to the 
PSTN (Public switched telephone network) or to a GSM-network.   
When an alarm is triggered S-2000GSM will call the 1st phone number if there is no answer within 10 signals or 
the the phone number is busy S-2000GSM will continue calling next number after 5sec, until somebody picks up 
the phone or totally 12 attempts if no connection has been established within these 12 attempts a new alarm has 
to be triggered.  
 
S-2000GSM is programmed from a cellular phone, or a PC connected to a GSM modem, by sending 
programming commands with SMS messages to the unit.  
 
 
When the unit is connected to power an automatic microphone/loudspeaker test will be done. 
If the test result is accepted led 4 on the main unit will flash with green light 5 times in 2Hz. 
If the test fails led 4 on the main unit will flash with red light 5 times in 2Hz. 
 
S-2000GSM can be programmed to report malfunction in the microphone/loudspeaker system this test is made 
every 24 hour, see page 12 how to activate SLARM.  
A tone is sent out in the loudspeaker and sounds for maximum 3sec if the tone within this time is not detected by 
the microphone a second attempt will be made after 60sec, if both test fails an alarm will bee generated and the 
red led on the remote part will be turned off. 
 
The red led in the remote unit blinks at”rest state” with the frequency: 1sec on 5sec off. 
When a call is connected the led will be lit. 
 
The led will be turned off: 
If there is a malfunction in the communication with the GSM-module. 
If the mic/loudspeaker test fails. 
If the GSM field intensity FLARMLEV is insufficient.   
If battery voltage is to low. 
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Led-diodes 
    

S-2000GSM has 4 led diodes that indicates the status of the unit. 
 
Led 1 blinks with green light in ½ Hz indicating normal state and that the unit  
has contact with the GSM network. 
 
Led 2 blinks with yellow light 5Hz indicates that an SMS is  
being sent from the unit. 
 
Led 3 and 4 blinks simultaneously with green light indicates incoming SMS. 
 
LED 4 blinks red with 1 Hz when unit is on battery power or with solid red  
light when the voltage is below the limit for battery alarm <11,0V. 
 
Led 4 blinks with yellow light indicating incoming ring signals and with solid  
green light when a call is connected. 
 
Led 4 When the unit is connected to power Led 4 will flash rapidly 5 times 
with green light this indicates that mic/loudspeaker test is OK. 
 
Led 4 flashes with red light 5 times when connected to power means, that 
mic/loudspeaker test has failed. 
   
A push button is mounted on the right side of the 4 Led’s. If the button is  
being pushed for 1sec the 4 led’s will show the GSM field intensity for  
10 sec, the field intensity will be updated every 2 sec. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  SIM card 
 
The SIM card socket is mounted on the circuit board. 
By sliding the metal bar backward the SIM-card holder will open and the card can be 
installed. 
 
To be able to send and receive SMS messages the telephone service connected to the SIM- 
card must include that service.  
If you have any questions, please contact you telephone company.  
 
The SIM-card can be protected by a PIN code. 
A SIM card without PIN code protection can be removed from the unit and used in 
another cellular phone. 
 
To protect the SIM-card: 
Put the SIM-card in a cellular phone, in the security setup-menu change the protection code (PIN code) to ’1111’ 
The unit will recognize that the SIM-card is protected with PIN code ’1111’ 
this code will be exchanged for a random number between 0000 and 9999. 
By doing so the card cannot be used in another cellular telephone with less than unlocking it with the PUK code.   
 
Some GSM telephone operators do not provide the ability to deactivate the PIN code control, in this case you 
can set the code to “0000” which will make the S-2000GSM to treat the SIM card as the PIN code control is 
deactivated.  
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General information about programming commands to the alarm unit. 

S-2000GSM is programmed by sending SMS messages with commands to the unit.  
The commands can be typed with small and/or capital letters. 
A SMS message can contain more then one command, but a command cannot be sent 
divided into more than one SMS. 
All commands must be separated by a blank space. 
A SMS can contain a maximum of 160 characters including blank spaces. 
Depending on how much text the alarm messages have and how many functions, 
channels in and outputs being used, the programming of the unit might take more 
than one SMS. 
 
S-2000GSM acknowledges all received commands by sending a confirmation, if the 
command is valid or not, to the telephone number the message came from, then the 
commands are carried out. 
 
If all commands in a message have been carried out the unit will answer with this 
SMS message: 
 
Command executed: <Copy of received message> 
 
 
When a SMS with more than one command is received, the unit checks if the 
commands are valid. 
If a non-valid command is sent, the unit will respond with the following message 
 
Command unknown: <Copy of received message up to the non-valid command># 
This means if there is a non valid command in an SMS-message non of the commands 
in that SMS will be executed. 
 
In this example the command IN1 TYPE NO is spelt wrong and # will appear directly 
after the non-valid command. 
 
The commands are not case sensitive. The below example is interpreted the same.   
(In1dirout2 oN) same as (iN1DiRouT2 ON) 
 
N.B! 
To avoid conflicts, words used in commands should not be used in messages. 
 
If more than 5 non-valid commands in a row are received from the same telephone 
number the S-2000GSM will quit sending response messages. 
This is done to interrupt a possible "never-ending-loop" if by any reason the responding 
messages are sent by an automatic source. 
The blocking of response messages will be disconnected as soon as a valid command is 
received from the telephone number or, if a command is received from another telephone 
number. 
 
 
Reroute the response messages. 
 
As standard the response message from S-2000GSM is sent to the telephone number that 
sent the command.   
The response message can be rerouted to be sent to another telephone number, by placing 
the new telephone number in front of the command. 
 
In this example the response will be sent to telephone number 0701 12233. 

Command unknown: 
in1type np# 
 

 

Command executed:  
In3type no 
In3 on 
In3tel 070xxxxxxx 
in3txt Alarm elevator 
Oakstreet 4  
 

Example of received 
SMS-receipt  

Example of received 
SMS-receipt

070112233in1type no 
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INxTYPE   -Choice of input type. 

POLARITY for input 1 – 5 can be chosen as: 
 
 
Normally Open (NO)  
 
 
Normally Closed (NC)  
 
 
Command:  INxTYPE y 
Where x = Input (1 - 5) 
Where y= Polarity (NO, NC) 
 
Example: 
Set type for input 1 to normally open (NO).  
IN1TYPE NO 
Set type for input 1 to normally closed (NC). 
IN1TYPE NC 
 
Comments: 
• Use small and capital letters as convenient. (Not case sensitive) 
• Standard set up is  INxTYPE NO 
• Enter the command like this:  INxTYPE_ y  ( _ represents a blank space) 
 
Example: 
IN1TYPE NC  (Input1 activated with Normally Closed contact) 
 
 

INxTIME -Choice of time delay for input. 

A time counter is started with this command, when the input channel is activated. 
When the preset time has run out, an alarm is transmitted. 
The time delay for input 1-5 is set-up with the command: 
 
INxTIME y MIN z SEC 
Where x = Input (1-5) 
Where y and z = time delay (0-9999) 
 
Comments: 
• NOTE! INxTIME 0 sec means time delay is 0.5 sec and is the shortest time 

delay that can be set, this is to prevent unnecessary false alarms due to external 
interference.  

• Use small and capital letters as convenient. (Not case sensitive) 
• Time can be stated in minutes or seconds or both. 
• When time-delay is set-up for an input, the pulse counter, if activated, will be 

disconnected. 
• If a channel is set-up as a pulse counter, the value for time-delay will not be 

used. 
• Standard set-up is INx OFF  
• Enter the command like this:  INxTIME_ y_MIN_z_SEC 

( _ = blank space) 
 
Example: 
IN1TIME1 MIN 30 SEC  (Time delay on input 1 = 1 min. 30 sec.) 
IN2TIME 30 sec (Time delay on input 2 = 30 sec.) 

In1 on 
In1tel xxxxxxxxxx 
In1txt xxxxxxxxx 
In1type no 

 

Example of SMS that 
could be sent to the 

emergency telephone. 
Input 1 =  

Normal Open contact

In1 on 
In1type xx 
In1tel xxxxxxxxxx 
In1txt xxxxxxxxx 
in1time 10 min 20 sec 

 

Example of SMS that could be 
sent to the alarm transmitter: 

Time delay Input 1 = 
10 minutes 20 seconds 
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INxPULSE  -Program input as a pulse counter. 

 
A pulse counter is started when the input is activated. 
When the pulse counter has reached the pre set value an alarm is transmitted and the counter 
returns to count from zero again. 
The pulse counter for input 1-5 is set-up with the command. 
 
INxPULSE y 
 
Where x = input (1-5)  
Where y = number or pulses (1-99999) to be counted before an alarm is transmitted 
 
Comments: 

• Use small and capital letters as convenient. (Not case sensitive) 
• The on and off time for the input is a minimum of 0,5 seconds. 
• The pulse counter for the input is set to 0 after power failure. 
• After an alarm the counter is set to zero and a new alarm is generated when the  

counter again reaches the alarm value. 
• Standard set-up is INx OFF (where x is input 1-5). 
• Enter the command like this:  INxPULS_ y   

( _ = blank space) 
 

 
Example: 
IN2PULSE  100  (Input 2 will transmit an alarm after 100 pulses) 
 
 
 

INxTXT -Programming alarm message for input. 

Each input (1-5) can be programmed with a user defined message that will be sent when 
an alarm is activated on the input. 
 
INxTXT message 
 
Where x = Input (1-5)  
Where message = the message to be sent 
 
 
Comments: 
• Use small and capital letters as convenient. (Not case sensitive) 
• The text must not contain words used as command codes. 
• Standard set-up:  If no message is specified the following message will be sent 

when the alarm is activated:  INxTXT   INx standard message. 
Where x = Input 1-5.  

• Enter the command like this:  INxTXT_ message 
 ( _ = blank space) 
 
 
Example: 
In3txt input 3 is activated 
IN6txt Firealarm activated in basement Oakstreet 44 
IN2TXT in2 standard message     (no specified message) 

In4 on 
In4type xx 
In4tel xxxxxxxxxx 
In4txt xxxxxxxxxx  
in4pulse 5 

 

Example of SMS that could be 
sent to the alarm transmitter: 
Input 4 will transmit an alarm 

after 5 pulses. 

In3 on  
In3tel xxxxxxxxxx 
In3type xx 
In3txt Door jammed 
in elevator unit C4 
Oakstreet 44. 
 
 

Example of SMS that could be 
sent to the alarm transmitter: 
Input 3 Door jammed in elevator 

C4 Oakstreet 44” 
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INxTEL - Programming telephone number for input where SMS alarm should be sent 

Each input (1-5) can be programmed with up to 3 different telephone numbers. 
The programmed alarm message will be sent to these telephone numbers when an alarm 
is activated. 
 
INxTEL (phone number1) (phone number2) (phone number3) 
 
Where x = Input (1-5)  
 
Delete all telephone numbers from an input with the command:  
 
INxTEL off 
 
Where phone number 1-3 = Are the telephone numbers the alarm is sent to. 
 
 
Comments: 
• Use small and capital letters as convenient. (Not case sensitive) 
• The telephone number may contain digits 0-9 and "+" (prefix for international calls) 
• If there is no telephone number programmed for an activated input, the alarm will 

automatically be sent to the telephone number programmed on input 1, if no 
telephone number is programmed on input 1, no alarm will be sent. 

• Standard set-up is that no telephone number is programmed. 
• Enter the command like this: 
       INxTEL_phone number1_phone number2_phone number3 
       INxTEL_off 

( _ = blank space) 
 
Example: 
In4tel 0701234567 
In5tel +46701234567 
 
 
 

INx OFF - Deactivate alarm from a specified input. 

With this command all alarms on the specified input will be disconnected, but all 
configurations are saved and can be re-activated when the input is in use again. 
 
INx OFF  
 
Where x = Input (1-5)  
 
 
Comments: 
• Use small and capital letters as convenient (not case sensitive). 
• If input 1 is turned off with IN1 OFF, will not affect a speech connection made with 

the command LARMTEL  
• Standard set-up is  INx OFF  
• No alarm will be generated if an input is set to OFF. 
• Enter the command like this: INx_OFF  ( _ = blank space) 

 
 
Example: 
IN3 OFF  - No alarm will be sent from input 3. 
 
 

in2tel 070112233  
 

 

Example of SMS that could be 
sent to the alarm transmitter: 

Input 2 sends the alarm  
message to 

Telephone number  070112233

In3 off 

 

Example: 
Input 3 will not send any alarm 

messages 
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LARMTEL 081234567 

 

Example: 
Alarm from input 1 

Phonenumber 08-1234567 
will be called if someone 

pushes the emergency alarm 
button in the lift cabin. 

 

 

INx ON -Reactivate alarm on a specified input. 

When the alarm is re-activated the previous configuration will be used. 
Note! time and pulse counter will be set to zero. 
  
INx ON 
 
Where x = Input (1-5)  
 
Comments: 
• Use small and capital letters as convenient (not case sensitive). 
• Standard set-up is  INx OFF  
• No alarm will be generated if an input is set to OFF. 

Enter the command like this: INx_ON  ( _ = blank space) 
 
 
 
Example: 
IN3 ON  - Input 3 will be able to send alarm. 
 
 
 
LARMTEL  -Programming telephone numbers for speech connection 
 
Input 1 can be programmed with up to 3 different phone numbers  
 
LARMTEL <ph.nr:1> <ph.nr:2> <ph.nr:3> 
 
Comments 
• Use small and capital letters as convenient (not case sensitive). 
• The telephone number may contain digits 0-9 and "+" (prefix for international calls). 
• Only input 1 can be configurated for speech communication. 
• Enter the command like this: LARMTEL_081234567_0202345678_0703456789. 
       ( _ = blank space). 
     
    
Example: 
 Larmtel 0701234567 
 Larmtel +46701234567  
 
When an alarm is triggered S-2000GSM will call phonenumber: 1 if no answer is obtained  
within 10 signals or the dialled number is busy the telephone will keep on dialling next 
phone number in line until somebody answers or maximum 12 times totally, thereafter  
a new alarm has to be triggered.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exempel: 

LARMTEL 0811223344 07011223344   -Telephone will call the 2 programmed phone numbers when an                                
                            alarm is activated. 

 

in3 on 

 

Example: 
Alarm on Input 3  

reactivated 
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TESTALARMTEL   -Test alarm  

To check if the unit is working a test alarm is used. 
Telephone number, time between test alarms and message text must be stated. 
 
TESTALARMTEL  telephone number 
 

TESTTXT        -Test alarm message. 

Command: 
 
TESTTXT message  - message that will be sent during the test alarm. 
 

TESTALARM         -Time between tests. 

Command: 
 
TESTALARM x - activate  Where x = Time between tests in days (1-99). 
 
TESTALARM OFF - deactivate test alarm. 
 
 
Comments: 
• Note! Avoid using the words “test, testtext, testtxt” etc. after the command TESTTXT 
• Use small and capital letters as convenient. (Not case sensitive) 
• The telephone number may contain digits 0-9 and "+" (prefix for international calls) 
• Test alarm is sent only if telephone number, text and time have been programmed 
• Standard set-up is no telephone number, no text and no time 
• Enter the commands like this: TESTALARMTEL_telephone number 
              TESTTXT_message 
                TESTALARM_x 
( _ = blank space) 

 
 
 
 
Example: 
 
Testalarmtel 070112233 
Testtxt Unit control Oakstreet 44 OK! 
Testalarm 7 

Testalarmtel 
070112233  
Testtxt Unit control 
Oakstreet 44 OK! 
Testalarm 7 

 

Example of SMS : 
Test alarm message: 

”Test alarm Oakstreet 44” 
transmitted every 7th day to 
cellular telephone number.  

070112233
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Blarmtel 0701234567 
 
Blarmtxt Battery 
voltage low Oakstreet 
4 

Example: 
Battery alarm will be sent if 
battery voltage drops below 

11,0V, to phone number 
070-123 45 67 with the 
text”Battery voltage low 

Oakstreet 4.” 
 

Flarmtel 0701234567  
 
Flarmlev 20 
 
Flarmtext Field 
intensity below 20% 
Oakstreet 4.   

Example: 
If the GSM field drops 

below 20 %an alarm will be 
sent to phone number 070-

1234567 with the text “Field 
intensity below 20% 

Oakstreet 4”.  

 
FLARM Alarm: low GSM-field.                
 
If the GSM field intensity drops below the level you have specified, an SMS alarm will be 
sent to the telephone number you have specified (FLARMTEL). 
For an alarm to be generated you have to state the phone number, you should also program 
a text where the the address is included.    
 
FLARMTEL <tel1> < tel2> < tel3> - phone numbers where to send the alarm. 
FLARMTXT text                       - alarm text that will be sent.          
FLARMLEV xx                         - field intensity(1-100)%, if no fieldintesity is specified alarm will be sent at 30% 
FLARM  ON/OFF - activate or deactivate FLARM. 

 
Comments: 
Note! only one alarm can be sent /24hour-period. 
• As a minimum telephone number have to be specified  
• Use small and capital letters as convenient. (Not case sensitive). 
• The telephone number may contain digits 0-9 and "+" (prefix for international calls). 
• FLARM is sent only if telephone number has been programmed and alarm has been  
       activated. 
• Standard setup is FLARM OFF 
• Enter the command like this : FLARMTEL_Phone number  
     : FLARMTXT_larmtext     
                                                     : FLARMLEV_xxx     Default=30% 
( _ = blank space) 

 

 

BLARM - Alarm: Low battery voltage. 
 
 
If battery voltage drops below 11,0V for more than 1 sec, unit will send battery 
alarm to specified phone number. 
  
BLARMTEL <tel1> <tel2> <tel3> - phone number where to send the alarm. 
BLARMTXT text  - alarm text that will be sent. 
BLARM ON / OFF  - activates or deactivates BLARM. 
 
 
Comments: 
Note! only one battery alarm can be generated /24hour-period. 
• Use small and capital letters as convenient. (Not case sensitive). 
• The telephone number may contain digits 0-9 and "+" (prefix for international calls). 
• BLARM is sent only if telephone number and text has been programmed and alarm 
       has been activated. 
• Enter the command like this : BLARMTEL_telefonnummer  
     : BLARMTXT_larmtext  
     : BLARM_ON  
( _ = blank space) 
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SLARM  - Alarm: self test of microphone/loudspeaker. 
A self test can be programmed to send an alarm if mic / loudspeaker test fails. 
 
  
 SLARMTEL <tel1> <tel2> <tel3>  - phone number where to send the alarm. 
 SLARMTXT <text>        - alarm text that will be sent. 
 SLARM ON / OFF        - activates or deactivates SLARM 
 
Comments: 
Note! only one battery alarm can be generated /24hour-period. 
• Use small and capital letters as convenient. (Not case sensitive). 
• The telephone number may contain digits 0-9 and "+" (prefix for international calls). 
• SLARM is sent only if telephone number and text has been programmed and alarm 
       has been activated. 
• Enter the command like this: SLARMTEL_tel1_tel2_tel3  
                                                    : SLARMTXT_larmtext  
                                                    : SLARM_ON  
( _ = blank space) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Slarmtel 0701234567 
 
Slarmtxt mic 
loudspeaker test 
failure Oakstreet 4 

Example: 
Alarm in case of failed 

mic/loudspeaker shall be 
sent to 070-123 45 67 with 
the text “mic loudspeaker 
test failure Oakstreet 4” 
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CHECKxxxxxx      -Check configuration / parameters. 

 
This command is used to check current status and configuration of the unit. 
 
S-2000GSM can send a configuration receipts of all programmed commands.  
 If one receipt contains more than 160 characters more than one SMS will be sent. 
 
CHECKCONFIG - Read set-up for input 1-5. 
CHECKTXT - Read  test alarm message for input 1-5.  
CHECKSYS - Read  system information IMEI, (Software ver.number )  
CHECKSTATUS - Read  status on in - and outputs. 
CHECKTEST - Read  parameter for test alarm. 
CHECKMASTER - Read  parameter for master function. 
CHECKCASH - Read  parameter for cash card check. 
CHECKFLARM                - Read parameter for GSM field intensity. 
CHECKBLARM                - Read parameter for low battery level alarm. 
CHECKSLARM                - Read parameter for mic/loudspeaker alarm. 
 
 
Comments:  
• Each check command will generate as many SMS as needed. If long messages 

are used it might generate many SMS, reading all check commands will 
generate 11-14 SMS messages. 

• Use small and capital letters as convenient. (Not case sensitive) 
• To send the SMS to another telephone number, write the number in front of the 

command 
• The telephone number may contain digits 0-9 and "+" (prefix for international 

calls) 
• Enter the command like this: CHECKCONFIG      
 
Example: 
checkconfig   -The configuration to the senders telephone number. 
0701234567checkconfig    - The configuration will be sent to 070-1234567 
 
 
 
 

RESETALL  - Set Standard set-up for the unit. 

This command will reset the unit to Standard set-up.  Meaning that all 
telephone numbers are deleted and no input will transmit alarms. 
 
All inputs will be set to: 
• OFF (i.e. will not send any alarm, all programming is deleted. 
• NO (Normal open contact). 
• All input time counters are set to 2 seconds delay. 
• All pulse counters are set to zero. 
• SMS-LOAD and SMS-TIME (For pre-paid Cash card check) is set 

to zero 
 
Comments: 

• Use small and capital letters as convenient. (Not case sensitive) 
• Enter the command like this: RESETALL 

 
Example: 
resetall 
 

checkconfig 
 
 
 
Or: 
 
0701234567checkconfig 
 

Example of SMS that could be 
sent to the alarm transmitter: 

Checkconfig.

resetall 
 

 

Example: 
To reset all alarm and configurations 
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MASTER - Authorization check 
 
The Master command is used to prevent unauthorized persons to change and/or deactivate 
functions in the unit. It will only permit commands coming from chosen telephone numbers 
to make any changes in the S-2000GSM setup. If somebody not authorized tries to make any 
changes a safety alert message will be sent to telephone number 1 
 " Unauthorized command received from telephonenumber XXXX: (and a copy of the 
message)”.  
 
N.B.! If the programming of authorization check is not done correctly, the unit will not work 
And has to be reset to manufacturer's set-up. 
 
This is performed by pressing down the button for field intensity at the same time as the unit 
is plugged in to power. The button has to be pressed down for at least 5 sec. 
 
MASTERTEL  
MASTERTEL (phone number1) (phone number2) (phone number3) (phone number4) 
(phone number5) 
 
Where phone number1 – phone number5 = telephone numbers to those who are authorized  
to program the unit. 
 
Example: 
Mastertel 070112233 070445566 070998877 -  These numbers are valid 
 
MASTER ON   - Authorization check ON 
Activates the authorization check. 
To work at least one telephone number must have been set-up. 
 
 
 
Example: 
Master on  Authorization check ON 
 
MASTER OFF   - Authorization check OFF 
Deactivates the authorization check. 
Can only be done from one of the 5 Master telephone numbers. 
 
MASTER OFF  - Authorization check OFF. 
 
Comments: 
• Use small and capital letters as convenient. (Not case sensitive) 
• The telephone number may contain digits 0-9 
• Enter the command like this: MASTERTEL_telnr1_telnr2_telnr3_etc….. 
              MASTER_ON  
              MASTER_OFF 
( _ = blank space). 
 
 
Example 
Master off 
 

Mastertel 
070112233 
070223344 
070334455  
070445566  
070556677 
Master on 

 

Example of SMS sent to 
the alarm transmitter: 

To set-up 5 phone numbers 
with permission to edit the 

setup. 
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N.B.! Commands on this page are for pre-paid Cash Card users only. 
For information on how to refill the Cash Card please contact your Telephone 
operator. 
 
SMSTIME    - Expiration/Number of valid days.  
SMSTIMETEL  - Expiration /Phone number to send the alert on expiration date. 
SMSTIMETXT   - Expiration /Message to be sent. 
 
To avoid that the Cash Card service expires after one year an alert can be sent before 
expiration date. Number of days is counted from the day the command was sent.  
An alert is sent when the counter is down to 1. 
It’s a good idea to set number of days so you have a few days margin before the  
cash-card expires. 
 
 
SMSTIME  1-999   - Sets the SMS-time counter to 1-999 days 
SMSTIMETEL phone number   - Phone number where to send the alert  
SMSTIMETXT text   - Message to be sent 
 
Comments: 
• Use small and capital letters as convenient. (Not case sensitive) 
• Standard set-up: no number of days, no phone number, no message 
• Enter the command like this: SMSTIME_x  
      SMSTIMETEL_phone number  
      SMSTIMETXT_text 
( _  = blank space) 
 
Example: 
SMSTIME 365   - The cash card is valid 365 days 
SMSTIMETEL 070112233 - Alert is sent to 070-11 22 33 
SMSTIMETXT Cash card expires! - Cash card expires! 
 
 
 

 

SMSDAYLIMIT - Reduce total number of SMS / 24 hour period. 

SMARTSMS has a preset value for numbers of SMS that can be sent during a 24 hour period.   
The limit can be changed with the command SMSDAYLIMIT or be turned off: 
 
SMSDAYLIMIT  <1-200> -Select SMS limit and reset counter to ”0”. 
SMSDAYLIMIT 0 -Disconnect limit means that no reduction will be made. 
 
Comments: 
Note! this command requires that the SMSTIME-command is set up.  
• When limit is reached the following text will be sent- "SMS TRANSMISSION BLOCKED - too many sms 

sent during this 24 hour period". 
• The message is sent to the phone numbers given by SMSTIMETEL. (p.14) 
• All SMS messages from the unit are blocked, unit works as if all messages has been sent. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SMSTIME 365 
smstimetel 070112233 
SMStimetxt Cash card 
expires! Oakstreet 44 

 

Example: 
To set the SMS counter with 

number of days, phone 
number and message.
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N.B.! Commands on this page are for Pre-paid Cash Card users only. 
 
This function can only count the number of SMS’s that have been sent and can not keep track on how many 
minutes of  speak communication that have been used.  
If using this function together with the command LARMTEL (speech connection) a margin have to be 
programmed.  
 
For information on how to refill the Cash Card please contact your telephone 
operator. 
 
When using a Cash Card the unit can be programmed to send a message before the 
expiration date or when the pre-paid value is low. 
 
SMSLOAD x - The command is setting the counter with x number of new SMS  
SMSLOADTEL   - Telephone number to alert when number of SMS is low  
SMSLOADTXT    - Message to be sent when cash is low 
 
Each SMS sent from the unit is counting down the SMS counter. 
An alert will be sent before the cash card is empty. 
The alert is sent when the counter is on “0”. 
 
Calculate how many SMS messages that can be sent by dividing the cash card value with 
the cost of sending an SMS. 
 
Example:  If the cash card is loaded with 200(money units) and the cost for each SMS 
message is 1,50(money unit) the counter should be set to 200/1,5 = 133 and the unit will 
send an alert when 132 SMS messages are sent. 
It’s a good idea to set the counter to a lower value maybe to SMS=125 in that case you 
will have some time to refill the cash-card before it’s completely empty.   
 
 
 
SMSLOAD x    - Where x = 1-999 (numbers of SMS). 
SMSLOADTEL phone number - Phone number to alert. 
SMSLOADTXT text - Message to send. 
 
 
Comments: 
• Use small and capital letters as convenient. (Not case sensitive) 
• Standard set-up: no number of SMS, no phone number, no message  
• Enter the command like this: SMSLOAD_x  
      SMSLOADTEL_phone number  
                                                      SMSLOADTXT_text 
( _  = blank space) 
 
 
Example: 
 
SMSLOAD 132   
SMSLOADTEL 070112233  
SMSLOADTXT Time to refill the cash card 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SMSLOAD 132 
smsloadtel 070112233 
SMSloadtxt Time to refill the 
cash card on Oakstreet 44. 

Example: 
To load the SMS counter 

with a number of messages, 
phone numbers and text. 
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Short explanations of all commands:  
 
INxTYPE      -Choice of input type. 

• INxTYPE y     Where x = Input (1-5) where y = polarity (NO, NC). 
 
INxTIME   -Choice of time delay for input.  

• INxTIME y MIN z SEC   Where x = Input (1-5) where y and z = time delay (1-999). 
 
INxPULS     -Program input as pulse counter. 

• INxPULS y   Where x = Input (1-5) where y = pulses (1-99999) before alarm. 
 
INxTXT   -Program alarm message for input.  

• INxTXT alarm text    Where x = Input (1-5) where alarm text = Message to be sent.  
 
INxTEL   -Program telephone number for input.  

• INxTEL (telnr1) (telnr2) (telnr3) Where x = Input (1-5) and (telnr1-3)= telephone                      
                                                                             numbers to send message to.    
 
INx OFF   -Deactivate an alarm from a specified input.  

• INx OFF   Where x = Input (1-5).  
 
INx ON   -Reactivate an alarm from a specified input.  

• INx ON   Where x = Input (1-5).  
 
TESTLARMTEL     -Test alarm.  

• TESTLARMTEL  telephone number  -Number where to send the test alarm to. 
 
TESTTXT    -Message for test alarm. 

• TESTTXT alarm text    Message to send at test alarm. 
 
TESTLARM           -Time between test alarm.  

• TESTLARM xx    Where x is the time in days (1-99) between test alarms. 
 
TESTLARM OFF    - Turn off test alarm. 
 
FLARM    -Alarm (low GSM-field).    

• FLARM  telnr1 telnr2  telnr3 

BLARM   - Alarm (low battery voltage). 
• BLARM  telnr1 telnr2  telnr3 

SLARM    - Alarm (failed selftest microphone/speaker). 
• SLARM  telnr1 telnr2  telnr3 

 
CHECKCONFIG  - Read set-up for input 1-5. 
 
CHECKTXT   - Read alarm messages for input 1-5. 
 
CHECKSYS   - Read system information. 
 
CHECKSTATUS  - Read current status on input and output. 
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Short explanations of all commands:  
 
CHECKMASTER  - Read Master phone numbers.        
 
CHECKTEST   - Read parameters for test alarm. 
 
CHECKCASH  - Read parameters for Cash Card control. 
CHECKBLARM  - Read parameters for battery alarm. 
 
CHECKFLARM  - Read parameters for GSM-field intensity alarm. 
 
CHECKSLARM  - Read parameters mic/loudspeaker alarm. 
 
RESETALL    -Resets the unit to Standard set-up. 
 
MASTERTEL  -Authorization control. 

• MASTERTEL (telnr1) (telnr2) (telnr3) (telnr4) (telnr5) 
                          Where telnum1-telnum5  = telephone number to personnel 

                             authorized to program the unit. 
 
MASTER ON   -Authorization check on. 
 
MASTER OFF  -Authorization check off. 
 
SMSLOAD     -Loading the counter with new SMS.  

• SMSLOAD x    Where x = number of SMS loaded (1-999). 
 
SMSLOADTEL    -Telephone number to alert when numbers of SMS are low/out.  

• SMSLOADTEL phone number    -Telephone number to receive the message. 
 
SMSLOADTXT     -Message to be sent when cash card has to be refilled.  

• SMSLOADTXT text  -Message to send to the receiver. 
 
SMSTIME      -Expire/Number of days the Cash Card is valid.  

• SMSTIME x     -Where x= number of days (1-999) until Cash Card expires. 
 

SMSDAYLIMIT  -Sets maximum numbers of SMS/24-hour period. 
• SMSDAYLIMIT x               -Where x is 0-200 SMS/24 hours  0=∞ no limit  

 
SMSTIMETEL   -Expire/Telephone number to alert when cash card expires. 

• SMSTIMETEL phone number  -Telephone number to alert when expire date is close. 
 

SMSTIMETXT    -Expire/Message to be sent when cash card expires.  
• SMSTIMETXT text    -Message to be sent. 
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IN1Time 10 Min 10 sec  
IN1TXT Door contact open 
more then 10 minutes! 
Oakstreet 44. 
IN1TEL 070112233  
IN1 ON 

Trouble shooting: 
 
No diode lamps (LED) are lit/blinks on the unit: 

• Is there any voltage? 
The voltage should be 230Volt AC.  
 

The red LED is blinking more than 2 minutes after power on: 
• Is the SIM card locked with a PIN-code? 

Check by putting the SIM-card in a cellular phone and e.g. turn off the PIN-code 
• Is the telephone service valid and activated? 

Check with your telephone operator. 
• Does your phone operator’s GSM-network cover the area? 

Check by putting the SIM-card in a cellular phone.  
  
The unit is not transmitting any alarms: 

• Is the telephone service set up for SMS? 
Check with your telephone operator. 

• Is there any money left on the card/service? 
Check with your telephone operator. 

• Is the GSM-field intensity strong enough? 
Push in the button for 1 second, to check the field intensity. (page 3) 

• Is the unit correctly programmed? 
Check by sending the CHECKCONFIG command. 
The unit does not receive any alarms: 

• Has the cash card expired? 
       Check with your telephone service operator. 
• Is correct telephone number programmed? 
• Has the GMS-operator coverage in the area? 

Press the button for 1  seconds, check the field intensity (page 3) 
• If more then three erroneous sms messages in a row are received by the unit, the confirmation message 

will be blocked temporarily, and will resume sending confirmation messages when a correct message is 
received.  

• Number of SMS that can be sent during a 24 hours is reduced to 20, this limit can be lower,             
higher, set to zero or be disconnected with the command ”SMSDAYLIMIT x”.  

 
To think about! 
For an input to be able to alarm, the following commands must be set-up on each input.    
  
You must tell what alarm text to be sent.  INxTXT where (X) = 1-5 
You must tell where to send the alarmtext.  INxTEL where (X) = 1-5 
You must activate the alarm   INx ON where (X) = 1-5 
 
This will be enough for the telephone to send alarm when the input is activated. But if you want to control when to the alarm 
should be sent, and if you want to set a time delay or number of pulse before the alarm is sent the following commands have 
to be programmed. 
You have to set time delay or number of pulses:   INxTID eller INxPULS där (X)= 1-5 
 
To be able to understand where the alarm comes from you have to tell what the alarm is about and from where it was sent. 
    
You have to tell what the alarm text in the SMS should contain. INxTXT_larmtext     där (X)= 1-5 
 
 
Here is an example on minimal configuration to get an alarm from input 1. 
 
IN1TIME 10 MIN 10 SEC     
(Input 1 with time delay in minutes and/or seconds 
IN1TIME can be changed to IN1PULSE). 
 
IN1TXT Door contact open more then 10 minutes! Oakstreet 44.  
(Message to be sent when alarm is activated on input 1).  
 
IN1TEL 070112233    
(Telephone number to send the message to).  
 
IN1 ON    
(Activate the alarm on input 1).  
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Connecting Safeline 2000GSM 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
LED DIODES 

    
S-2000GSM has 4 LED diodes that indicates the units current status. 
 
LED 1 blinks green with ½ Hz and indicates normal running condition and that the unit is in contact with the 
GSM-network. 
 
LED 2 blinks yellow with 2.5 Hz and indicates that a SMS is being sent from the unit. 
 
LED 3 & 4 blinks simultaneously with green light indicating an incoming SMS. 
 
LED 4 blinks red with 1 Hz when unit is on battery power or with solid red light when the voltage is below the 
limit for battery alarm <11,0V. 
 
LED 4 blinks yellow in pace with incoming ring signals, and  
with solid green light when a call is connected.  
 
Led 4 When the unit is connected to power Led 4 will flash rapidly 5 times 
with green light this indicates that mic/loudspeaker test is OK. 
 
Led 4 flashes with red light 5 times when connected to power means, that 
mic/loudspeaker test has failed. 
 
 
 

NC 
COM 

NO 
The reset button has two 
functions one is to interrupt an 
attempted or ongoing call and the 
other is to show the GSM field 
intensity.   
The field intensity is displayed for 
10 sec with LED-diodes if the button 
is pressed for 1 sec. 
 

Connections 

1   2   3   4  5   6   7  8   9  10 

E
M

E
R
G

E
N

C
Y
 LIG

H
T
S

IN
P
U

T
 1

 

CONNECTOR C 

+
 

- IN
P
U

T
 2

 

IN
P
U

T
 3

 

IN
P
U

T
 4

 

IN
P
U

T
 5

 

 -1
2
V
 

+
 

- 

POTENTIAL FREE CLOSURE 

To activate the input cannels a closure 
between two connectors is required. 
The closure on input 2-5 has to be 
"potential free" with e.g. a circuit breaker 
or relay contact. 

 0 % fältstyrka 
25 %  
50 % 
75% 
100% 

1     2     3     4 

Red 
 
 
Yellow 
 
 
Green 

0% GSM FIELD 
25% 
50% 
75% 
100% 

LED DIODES 1-4 

 
RESET  BUTTON 

–12V DC 
+12V DC 

230V AC 

M
ICROPHONE - 

M
ICROPHONE + 

L OUDSPEAKER 
L OUDSPEAKER 

1       2      3      4 

CONNECTOR C 
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 -12V FROM EMERGENCY BUTTON 

 -12V FROM EMERGENCY BUTTON 

 +12V FROM EMERGENCY BUTTON 

 +12V FROM EMERGENCY BUTTON 

-12V 
+12V 

+12V 

-12V 

EXISTING 
EMERGENCY 
BUTTON EXISTING  

EMERGENCY 
SIGNAL 

Connecting example 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Connecting example 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Technical data S-2000GSM: 

Input: 5 separately programmable input channels with adjustable time-delay for alarm, pulses or operating time, 

input 1 is dedicated for speech communication. 

Supply voltage: 230VAC. 

Battery: 12V 0,8A lifetime aprox. 5 years 

Current consumption: At 12V battery supply max. 0,08A Type. 0,02A when connected.   
At rest: approx.: 0,02 A. 

Communication: GSM-module Dual band 900/1800 MHz  

Memory: All set-ups are stored in a non-volatile memory and are not deleted when power is turned off. 

CONNECTING EXAMPLE 1  
CONNECT THE EMERGENCY PUSH-BUTTON BETWEEN  
+12V (CONNECTION POINT 7) AND  
CONNECTION POINT 6 (RETURN FROM PUSH BUTTON ). 
MAKE A SHORT CIRCUIT BETWEEN CONNECTION POINTS  
5 & 8.  

CONNECTING EXAMPLE 2 
CONNECT RETURN FROM THE PUSH-BUTTON TO 
CONNECTION POINT 6, AND –(MINUS ) FROM EXISTING 
EMERGENCY POWER UNIT TO CONNECTION POINT 5.  
 

CONNECTION ALTERNATIVE 1 

EMERGENCY PUSH BUTTON  IN ALREADY 
EXISTING EMERGENCY POWER UNIT 

EMERGENCY PUSH-BUTTON 

POWER 230V AC  

POWER 230V AC  

REMOTE 
UNIT 
IN LIFT 
CABIN  

BATTERY 12V + 
BATTERY 12V -

EMERGENCY LIGHT 
MAX 300mA 

REMOTE 
UNIT 
IN LIFT CABIN  

MIC / 
SPEAKER 

BATTERY 12V + 
BATTERY 12V - 

EMERGENCY LIGHT 
MAX 300mA 

 
CONNECTOR A 

CONNECTOR B 

CONNECTOR C 

CONNECTOR D 

CONNECTOR A 

CONNECTOR B 

CONNECTOR C 

CONNECTOR D 

 

MIC / 
SPEAKER 

NO
TE

 T
HE

 C
RO

SS
 C

ON
NE

CT
IO

N!
 

 

NO
TE

 T
HE

 C
RO

SS
 C

ON
NE

CT
IO

N 
!! 

BEFINTLIG 
NÖDSIGNALSKLOCKA 
PLINT 6 & 8 

EXISTING EMERGENCY  
SIGNAL    
CONNECTOR 6 & 8 
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IN1TYP NC  
IN1 ON 
LARMTEL 081234567 
087654321 081122334 
IN1TIME 5 SEC 

Exampel: 
S-2000GSM will be 

programmed with 3 ph.nr. 
Time delay on emergency 

button is 5 sec. 

 
Quickstart for manual allergics: 
 
 
 To program the telephone for a speech connection the following programming has to be done. 
 
1). Place the SIM-card in a cellular phone, in the security setup menu choose if the SIM-card has to  
     be opened with Pin code or not.       

• To protect SIM-card against unauthorized use set the SIM-cards Pin code to”1111”. 
• No protection, choose Pin code control off. 
• If it’s not possible to deactivate the Pin code control set Pin to ”0000”.  
 

2). Activate input 1 and program the alarm telephone number by sending the following SMS-message     
     ( _ = blank space).  

• IN1_on*       (Activates input 1) 
• LARMTEL_ph.nr:1_ph.nr:2_ph.nr:3              (Telephone number to the alarmreciever more info p.8 
• IN1TIME_5_SEC                                              (A call will be made when the button has been pressed for 5 sec). 
• IN1TYPE_NC                                                   (It is only necessary to specify type of emergency button if using  

        Normally Closed, if the button is NO-type the command can be left out) 
       *( _  = blank space) 

3). Done!   
 When the alarm is activated S-2000GSM will call ph.nr:1if no answer is obtained within 10 signals  
 or ph.nr:1 is busy S-2000GSM will continue calling ph.nr:2 after 5 sec 

12 attempts will be made totally, if no connection has been established a new alarm has to be triggered. 
If only one ph.nr.is used ph.nr:2,3 will be left out. 

 
 
 
If you also want to program the unit to send test alarm via SMS: 
 
 
• TESTLARMTEL_ ph.nr:1_ph.nr:2_ph.nr:3 (Phonenumber where to send test alarm by SMS). 
• TESTTXT_Function control Oak street 4 (Text being sent at test alarm Note! The text can not contain the word “Test”. 
• TESTLARM_3                       (Number of days between test alarms (1-99 can be chosen).                        
 
 
 
 
 
If you also want to program the unit to send battery alarm via SMS: 
 

• BLARMTEL_ph.nr:1_ph.nr:2_ph.nr:3                 (Phonenumber where to send battery alarm via SMS). 
• BLARMTXT_ Replace battery Oak street 4        (Text being sent at battery alarm).  
• BLARM_ON            (Activates the function battery alarm via SMS).     

 
 
 
 
 
If you also want to program the unit to send mic/speaker alarm via SMS: 
 

• SLARMTEL_ ph.nr:1_ph.nr:2_ph.nr:3                 (Ph.nr. where to send alarm at failed mic/speaker selftest via SMS). 
• SLARMTXT_Mic/speaker test failed Oak street 4 (Text being sent at failed test).  
• SLARM_ON                                                               (Activates the function selftest alarm via SMS).  

 
 
 
 
If you also want S-2000GSM to send SMS if GSM-field drops below specified 
level: 
 
 

• FLARMTEL_ ph.nr:1_ph.nr:2_ph.nr:3                       (Phonenumber where to send alarm at low GSM-field intensity).           
• FLARMTXT_GSM-field below 20% Oak street 4       (Text being sent when GSM field is below 20%). 
• FLARMLEV_20                   (Alarm level when alarm will be sent. (Default=30%.)) 
• FLARM_ON                   (Activates the function Flarm via SMS). 

Testlarmtel 
0701234567 
Testtxt 
Funktioncontrol Oak 
street 4 
Testlarm 3 

Exampel: 
Test alarm will be sent with SMS to 
ph.nr: 070-1234567 every third day 
with the text “Function control Oak 

street 4”.  
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Anteckningar 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
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Anteckningar 
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